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 So on our little excursion away from the Gospel of Luke during this Christmas 
season we’ve been looking at how the OT points to Christ, that is how it sets the stage 
and builds anticipation for the first Christmas.  I hope this has been a helpful spiritual 
exercise for you during this year.  Two weeks ago we saw how God sovereignly arranged 
the major events of salvation history recorded in the OT to foreshadow Jesus Christ.  Last 
week we saw how God sovereignly gave prophecies in the OT to foretell Jesus Christ.  
Well this week is Christmas Sunday and I want to bring this little mini-series to a 
conclusion by looking at yet another way that the OT and not just the OT but also the 
innate fabric of our human souls longs for, yearns for, cries out for Jesus.  And I want us 
all to remind ourselves of how he really did step into human history some 2,000 years 
ago and how he was everything humanity had hoped for. 
 
But first, let’s pray… 
 
The Hero Motif in General Revelation 
 
 Have you ever stepped back and wondered why there’s this preoccupation with 
super-heroes?  First of all, I hope you ask the ‘why’ questions about life all the time and 
just don’t go through it like the vast majority of humanity – unthinkingly, 
unquestioningly, like a lemming mindlessly following the crowd.  Step back and ask, 
“Why?”  “Why do I have a sex drive?”  “Why do I seek to be around other people?”  
“Why do I have a sense of humor?”  “Why do I put posters or paintings on my walls, 
instead of leaving them blank?”  “Why do I turn the radio on in the car?”  “Why do I 
need to sleep?”  And other such existential questions… 
 But of course the act of asking questions in itself is only the first step.  It seems 
like it’s all the rage now to be asking these ‘why’ questions and to make movies and 
write songs that explore and toy with them, but it’s not very popular for anybody to assert 
an explanation for the ‘why’ questions or propose a solution.  There’s almost a slavish 
addiction to uncertainty; a hip, self-righteous fascination with asking the questions, but a 
deep hatred of proposing sure answers… Why? 
 The ‘why’ question I’ve been asking myself recently is, “Why are we so obsessed 
with heroes?  Why is there this proliferation of stories, myths, fantasies, fairy tales with 
main characters of epic proportions?”  I hope to point us in the direction of an answer to 
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that question this afternoon.  It’s the recent popularity of movies like The Bourne Identity 
and The Bourne Supremacy and others that have triggered this question in my mind.  I 
just watched The Bourne Supremacy last week and I wondered to myself, “What is it that 
makes me so fascinated with this guy?  What is it about him that draws me and obviously 
so many others?”  And I think the answer is that he’s invincible, nothing stops him, he 
saves the day, he knows exactly what he’s doing, he wins and the bad guys all die 
because they don’t stand a chance; he’s a super-hero and we like the idea of a super-hero. 
 The other movie I saw recently that I loved was The Incredibles (if you haven’t 
seen this movie yet you have to see it).  And it brought back all the memories of watching 
cartoons as a kid – He-Man, Thundercats, Bionic Six, and so many others that inspire the 
fantasies of countless young boys (I sprained my ankle when I was little boy by actually 
thinking I was He-Man and jumping down into a 10 ft deep hole; I quickly came to my 
senses and realized that I was not He-Man).  Now I don’t know too much about this, but I 
know there’s a whole comic book underworld out there that millions of people spend 
endless hours following.  Why? 

What explains the resurgence of the fantasy genre and the wild success of The 
Lord of the Rings Trilogy?  The Superman character finds a new following in every 
successive generation and Mi Yun has informed me that every several years the comic 
book starts over from the beginning and retells the story again.  One of the biggest 
movies of 2002 was Spiderman, forcing the necessity of a sequel (a couple Christmases 
ago my 4 year old cousin pretended to shoot a web, yelled, “I’m Spiderman!!,” and ran 
from the dining room to the family room in my grandparents’ house; the only problem 
was there was a glass door separating the two rooms and he didn’t have the power to 
walk through doors; I and my uncles watched him from the family room bounce off the 
door and land on his behind).  We’ve also had our share of Batman movies as well. 
 And this phenomenon is nothing new.  Think of Robin Hood, think of King 
Arthur, think of Beowulf, think of Aeneas, think of Jason, think of Odysseus, think of 
Hercules, think of Gilgamesh.  We’ve had our heroes since time immemorial.  It’s 
inherent in human nature to desire a hero, a man almost always (that’s a why question for 
another sermon) who saves people, who has special powers, who’s invincible, who’s in 
some sense good (why do we even have words like good and evil in our vocabularies?), 
and who wins in the end (why does good always win?). 
 To me this observation is just one more example among many others that 
corroborates the whole Christian worldview.  The Bible asserts that there is a God who 
created the universe including the rich hues of color, the pleasant tones of sound, the 
luscious tastes of food, the vast varieties of texture, and all the fragrant aromas.  And he 
created humanity in his image – relational, rational, creative, spiritual beings.  But sin 
faded the bright colors, made things off tune, dulled our tastes, caused things to be rough, 
and spread a foul odor over the created world.  Ever since then men and women have 
been looking for the one who could defeat the arch-villain, clean things up, restore the 
former state that lingers as a faint memory, a hazy dream.  And so the remembrance of 
what once was and the experience of what now is cause our marred imaginations to 
search for heroes.  Something forces us to believe there is someone who can rescue us. 

Other people with much more brilliance than me have thought about these 
questions with much more insight than I have and come up with some very ingenious 
thoughts.  C.S. Lewis is one of them.  Lewis said, “I believe in Christianity as I believe 
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that the sun has risen, not only because I see it, but because by it I see everything else.”1  
He was one of the best at showing how the Christian worldview illuminates all of reality. 

And there’s one concept of Lewis’ that I want you to think about this Christmas 
as we celebrate the incarnation – God becoming man.  You see, Lewis loved what he 
called ‘myth’ – these grand stories produced by the human imagination which generally 
have a hero figure.  He loved to read and write ‘myths’ and ask the ‘why’ question – 
“Why are myths a common aspect of all human cultures?”  What fascinated him about 
Christianity early on was that it was the perfect wedding of myth and fact, of legend and 
history.  For him in the Christmas story not only did God become man, but myth became 
fact.  All of our human stories are not necessarily wrong or false, but they are “dim 
dreams or premonitions.”  The real thing actually happened in Jesus Christ.  The central 
doctrines of our faith, as mythical as they may sound, are thoroughly historical. 

The passage that Helen read for us today is clearly relating an historical event.  
Luke takes great pains to fill us in on geography and other historical details like “This 
was the first census that took place while Quirinius was governor of Syria” (Lk. 2:2) – a 
fact that has been shown to be historically precise by recent archaeological finds.  The 
Christmas story begins, “In those days Caesar Augustus issued a decree… (Lk. 2:1),” not, 
“Once upon a time…”  The Gospel writers are writing history, not fiction.  The Son of 
God really entered into space and time.  It has all the ring of a myth and yet at the same 
time is reality.  That’s what makes Christianity unique among all other man-made 
religions – it’s a matter of historical fact. 

Lewis believed that “we should… expect to find in the imagination of great Pagan 
teachers and myth makers some glimpse of that theme which we believe to be the very 
plot of the whole cosmic story.”2  Every heart deep down longs for a hero.  We 
desperately want there to be someone invincible like Jason Bourne, but we keep having 
to remind ourselves, “It’s just a movie,” and we keep having to see our heroes like 
Christopher Reeve fail and die.  But Christianity holds that there is one person who is that 
hero, only without any weaknesses like kryptonite or an Achilles heel.  And he’s not just 
a myth, just a comic book hero, just a movie star; he was and is REAL!!!  He was born 
not on the fictional planet Krypton, but in the real town of Bethlehem, a suburb of the 
real city of Jerusalem, under the reign of a real, historical ruler named Herod, to a real 
mother named Mary. 
 
The Hero Motif in Special Revelation 
 
 This baby, mysteriously both God (the God) and man at the same time was the 
hero all humanity needs and yearns for.  He was also the hero that God had been 
introducing throughout all of salvation history.  Have you ever looked at the Bible that 
way?  I don’t think it’s a stretch at all to say that God sovereignly orchestrated the 
progression of salvation history and the very way its events were recorded and preserved 
for us in Scripture in order to highlight this hero motif.  I think it’s helpful to see the 
Bible unfolding this way. 
 Clearly one of the literary tactics employed by Moses in writing the Pentateuch 
was to introduce plausible heroes with high hopes, teasing his readers, and then letting 
them down by showing they were not the one, thereby creating a snowballing effect of 
heightened hero longing.  The literary framework for Genesis is structured around 
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successive main characters, heroes if you will.  Upon each one the hope of redemption 
rests when we’re introduced and with each one a sense of disappointment prevails when 
we read of his death.  Let me show you what I mean… 
 First, Adam was charged with the task of being God’s vice-regent and ruling over 
the created order, but we all know he screwed up royally, he made a fatal miscalculation.  
After Adam the next significant character that the reader meets is Cain.  It’s quite 
intriguing how the pattern of Cain’s life mimics that of Adam – Cain marries; Cain sins 
by murdering his brother Abel; God confronts and punishes him, yet with an element of 
grace (God provided clothing for Adam and provided a mark on Cain that prevented 
anyone from killing him); then there is the mention of his eastward movement followed 
by giving birth to a son.  We quickly see that Cain cannot overcome the sin introduced by 
his father. 
 In the middle of chapter 5 we’re introduced to Noah and listen to what the text 
says about him, “Now [Lamech] called his name Noah, saying, ‘This one shall give us 
rest from our work and from the toil of our hands arising from the ground which the Lord 
has cursed’” (v. 29).  In other words, this boy of mine will be the one to make things right 
again.  Things look good from the beginning: Noah was found righteous in the midst of a 
depraved culture and we’re made to think, “Could this really be the one that will reverse 
the curse brought about by Adam’s fall?” 
 God saves Noah and his family and destroys the rest of the world with a flood.  
The similarity of language to Genesis chapter 1 is unmistakable.  There’s a de-creation 
and then a re-creation of sorts.  God is starting over with Noah.  But the flood could not 
wash away the resilient force of sin.  As life in this “new” world began, sin once again 
reared its ugly head – de-creation and re-creation is almost immediately followed by 
another kind of fall.  9:20-27 relates Noah getting drunk and his son, Ham, looking upon 
his nakedness.  Thus, the second ‘first family’ was plagued also by dysfunction; a curse 
resulted; and chapter nine ends with the words “and he died.”  Noah, like Cain, also 
failed to return humanity to its pre-fall state in the Garden. 
 And the effects of sin spread rampant again over the face of the earth.  In a 
display of literary genius, the writer of Genesis begins a genealogy in 11:10 that is 
reminiscent of the genealogy in ch. 5.  Just as that genealogy culminated in the tenth 
generation with Noah, so this one climaxes in the tenth generation with Abram.  Abram 
stands like Noah as the next major figure with whom God will attempt to get humanity 
back to the Garden. 
 In chapter 12 God makes grand promises to make Abram into a great nation and 
through him to bless all the nations of the earth.  Essentially, God is starting over again 
with Abram just like he did with Noah.  Abram, later renamed Abraham, is our next hero, 
but quickly we see this man has faults too – his faith vacillates, he has this propensity to 
stretch the truth, he’s not the perfect hero.  Thus we move on, still looking, still waiting. 
 The next preeminent character in the Genesis narrative is Isaac, Abraham’s son.  
In a beautiful fashion (you should really look at this sometime) Isaac is portrayed as a 
type of ‘second Abraham’ figure.  His life recapitulates that of Abraham’s – both have 
barren wives who conceive in their old age (25:21; cf. 21:2), both go to foreign lands 
during a famine and try to pass their wives off as sisters (26:6-11; cf. 12:10-20, 20:1-18), 
both build altars at Beersheba and call upon the name of the Lord (26:25; cf. 21:33), both 
make covenants with Abimelech (26:26-33; cf. 21:22-32), etc…  Most importantly, the 
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Lord repeatedly renews the Abrahamic covenant with Isaac (26:3-5, 24).  Isaac picks up 
the baton… and then quickly drops it.  He turns out to be not as heroic as we at first 
thought. 
 Our next hero is Jacob, the son of Isaac.  Jacob’s life also echoes that of his father 
and grandfather.  In 35:11 the blessing given to Adam and again to Noah – to be fruitful 
and multiply and fill the earth – is repeated to Jacob.  But Jacob, by very nature is a 
deceiver.  He is not perfect.  He grows old and it becomes obvious that we will have to 
continue to wait a bit longer for our hero to come. 
 The next main character in Genesis that occupies the rest of the book is Joseph.  
Joseph does some pretty heroic acts, but by the end of the book we have Joseph dying 
and being embalmed and we have the nation of Israel living outside the Promised Land in 
Egypt.  That’s Genesis – a progression of failed heroes. 
 But Genesis is written primarily to set the stage for Moses.  Moses – the great 
leader, the prophet, the deliverer.  We come to the beginning of the book of Exodus with 
high hopes mixed with expectancy.  When we meet Moses we really think, “Now here is 
the hero we’ve been waiting for.”  Moses, through the mighty acts of God, sees his 
people freed from their bondage in Egypt and on the highway to the Promised Land.  
YES, we’re finally getting it.  Then there’s that 40-year detour in the desert after Israel 
has her own sort of ‘fall’ with the golden calf.  Sin, rebellion, division, it’s all still there.  
It turns out by the end of the Pentateuch that we’re going to need someone even more 
heroic than Moses.  Moses sins when he strikes the rock and for that not even he gets to 
go into the Promised Land. 

It’s very sad and depressing, but the hope remains alive.  Moses begins grooming 
his successor, Joshua to carry the torch.  Moses promises the people of God, “Don’t 
worry, ‘the Lord your God will raise up for you a prophet like me from among you’” (Dt. 
18:15).  And so we pick ourselves up and on we go. 

Joshua leads the Israelites to victory in battle as they enter the Promised Land, the 
land flowing with milk and honey.  There are miracles, there are revivals, there are 
celebrations and there is a sense of rest and peace.  But that feeling is short lived.  Joshua 
dies at the end of the book of Joshua and in the first chapter of the book of Judges we find 
out that the victories aren’t as grand and widespread as first reported.  The Israelites 
failed to finish their job, they disobeyed God.  Thus God says to them, “Now therefore I 
tell you that I will not drive [the rest of the Canaanites] out before you; they will be 
thorns in your sides and their gods will be a snare to you” (Jdg. 2:3). 

Do you feel the frustration yet?  Do you see the cycle?  A hero rises, the people 
put their trust in him and the reader is meant to pin his hope on him, but he ultimately 
disappoints.  The whole book of Judges records a time in Israel’s history where God 
raises up mini-heroes here and there – men and women who lead Israel to minor victories 
after periods of backsliding and struggling with all the many effects of sin, but each one 
is temporary.  The search goes on. 

What’s the next stage in Israel’s history, after the period of the judges?  The 
kingdom.  A king!!  A mighty king like all the other nations.  “We haven’t found our true 
hero yet,” Israel thinks, “because we haven’t had a king.”  So the clamor rises for a king.  
And the hero expectations land on a man named Saul.  Listen to how he is described as 
soon as we meet him and tell me if this isn’t the description of a hero – “an impressive 
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young man without equal among the Israelites – a head taller than any of the others” (1 
Sam. 9:2).  YES, this is it! 

Now listen to the last description we have of this hero, the mighty king Saul – 
“Saul took his own sword and fell on it….  The next day, when the Philistines came to 
strip the dead, they found Saul and his sons fallen on Mount Gilboa.  They stripped him 
and took his head and his armor, and sent messengers throughout the land of the 
Philistines to proclaim the news among their idols and their people.  They put his armor 
in the temple of their gods and hung up his head in the temple of Dagon” (1 Chron. 10:4, 
8-10).  What a sorry hero!  At the end of his life he grew paranoid and insane.  He sinned.  
He consulted a witch to speak to the dead.  God removed his favor from this failed hero. 

“Okay, so we got it wrong with Saul,” the people thought.  So next they pinned 
their hopes on David.  There was a little song and dance at the time that went, “Saul has 
slain his thousands, and David his tens of thousands” (cf. 1 Sam. 18:7).  David was this 
handsome boy who heroically brought down the giant, Goliath.  King David will at long 
last be the one, the hero that will never let us down! 

Well, he did do a lot of good.  He was a man after God’s own heart.  He did reign 
over a united Israel at a time when they joined the ranks of the great world superpowers.  
But in the prime of his glory he seduced another man’s wife and had him killed.  “No, no, 
no, no,” we cry.  And it’s all down hill from there.  Get on the roller coaster again.  
Coups, rebellion, the kingdom in disarray.  He’s not the one. 

His successor, Solomon, puts a plug in the dam, but it only holds for a little while.  
Solomon’s heart turns from the Lord and after him everything comes crashing down.  
The kingdom is divided – North and South.  And we read of a long list of kings and 
failures.  Sure there are kings and there are prophets that come and go, but it’s just a long 
list of minor characters. 

In 722 BC the Assyrians attack and overcome the Northern kingdom.  In 586 BC 
the Babylonians attack and overcome the Southern kingdom, ransack the temple, and cart 
the Israelites off to exile in Babylon.  Sure there’s a return under leaders like Nehemiah 
and Ezra and Zerubbabel, but it’s not the same.  When they laid the foundation for 
rebuilding the temple “the old men who had seen the first temple, wept with a loud voice 
when the foundation of this house was laid before their eyes” (Ez. 3:12).  Things get 
pretty bleak.  “Will anybody save us and make things right?  Will there be someone who 
does not let us down?”  This is what we’re meant to cry out by the end of the OT.  So 
many heroes have broken our hearts and showed God’s people more and more the dire 
need and the depths of sin. 

But still nobody could expect what was about to happen.  Humanity had waited 
long enough so God himself in the perfect timing of his eternal plan, stepped into the 
world he created as a zygote in the womb of a virgin teenager.  He grew to become an 
embryo and then a fetus and then was born on that first Christmas day in a stable in 
Bethlehem to angelic fanfare.  Wise men, pagans from distant lands who had the same 
hero pangs, followed a star to worship this baby. 

At eight days he was presented in the temple in Jerusalem.  “Now there was a 
man in Jerusalem called Simeon, who was righteous and devout.  He was waiting for the 
consolation of Israel (you could paraphrase that, ‘waiting for the ultimate hero’), and the 
Holy Spirit was upon him.  It had been revealed to him by the Holy Spirit that he would 
not die before he had seen the Lord’s Christ.  Moved by the Spirit, he went into the 
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temple courts.  When the parents brought in the child Jesus to do for him what the custom 
of the Law required, Simeon took him in his arms and praised God, saying: ‘Sovereign 
Lord, as you have promised, you now dismiss your servant in peace.   For my eyes have 
seen your salvation, which you have prepared in the sight of all people, a light for 
revelation to the Gentiles and for glory to your people Israel’” (Lk. 2:25-32).  When we 
meet Jesus we’re meeting the next great hero. 

But we’re a little hesitant to throw all our hope onto him at first.  We want to 
guard our hearts that have been crushed so many times before.  We watch closely as he 
grows up, holding our breath for him to fall and disappoint us again.  But there are no 
character flaws.  He’s tempted like nobody else, yet he stays perfectly on course.  He 
works miracles.  He calms storms.  Demons fall on their faces before him and ask him for 
permission to do anything.  He’s a man with a mission.  He escapes near death 
experiences like a slick superhero. 

And then we read that he sets his face resolutely to go to Jerusalem (Lk. 9:51) and 
we can picture in our minds Jason Bourne with his sights set on Berlin.  He walks right 
into a snare and we think, “No, Jesus!  Watch out!”  But as we read on it looks like he 
knows exactly what he’s doing.  He has everything under control.  In fact, we get the 
sense that he’s controlling everything.  He says, “No one takes [my life] from me, but I 
lay it down of my own accord.  I have authority to lay it down and authority to take it up 
again” (Jn. 10:18).  He is powerful. 

His purpose was to be killed, that’s clear.  And he gets just what he wants and the 
sky darkens and there are violent earthquakes (sound like a Hollywood movie?).  And 
we’re still trying to process a crucified hero when we read that on the third day he comes 
back to life.  And we remember he said some stuff about that earlier.  His very body is 
living again!  Even death could not keep him down.  Everything was a part of his plan.  
And in his death the NT tells us, he defeated death and sin and Satan.  He inaugurated the 
kingdom – that perfect state that we’ve been waiting for since Adam.  Mission 
accomplished! 

So when we look at Jesus we see our perfect hero in human flesh.  He does it!  He 
really, really does it!  There’s no need to look any further.  Jesus is everything you could 
ever hope for in a hero and more!  He’s the gruff, manly man with absolute power that 
guys love and he’s the consummate prince charming full of compassion and sincerity that 
women inevitably fall for all rolled into one.  Revelation describes him this way: “His 
head and hair [are] white like wool, as white as snow, and his eyes [are] like blazing fire.  
His feet [are] like bronze glowing in a furnace, and his voice [is] like the sound of 
rushing waters” (Rev. 1:14-15).  Jesus Christ is the incarnation of all our favorite super-
heroes rolled into one that turns out to be beyond our wildest dreams and he is the last in 
a long line of Biblical heroes that turns out not to fail us. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 That’s what we celebrate at Christmas.  Do you think of Jesus that way?  There’s 
a song by Chris Rice entitled “I Need A Hero.”  The first verse goes like this: 
 

I need a hero 
Who’ll dare to find me 
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Fly to my rescue 
And crash through the wall 

Announce my freedom 
Bring me to my senses 

Gather me into His strong arms 
And carry me off…to safety3 

 
 He’s singing about Jesus.  In short, what I wanted to communicate to you this 
Christmas was just this: Jesus Christ is the hero that everybody desperately needs 
and deep down longs for.  Think of Jesus this Christmas as that hero.  There’s obviously 
more to the story of Jesus and if you’ve come this morning and are curious to hear more 
about what Jesus did in his life that was so heroic, please talk to me or Rose or Spencer 
who will be in the back rows after the service.  Trust me – you need him, he will never let 
you down, and there’s no one else like him. 
 Now let’s worship Jesus, our hero, in song. 
 
Benediction 
Ephesians 3:20 – “Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or 
imagine, according to his power that is at work within us, to him be glory in the church 
and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever and ever!  Amen.” 
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